Abstract. On the classical example of a rod (membrane, string) 
INTRODUCTION
Wave phenomena in periodic structures are intensively explored during last years [1] [2] [3] [4] . The extensive bibliography is represented in [1] for example. In the process of numerical calculations in [4] was noticed that the eigenfrequencies of a finite periodic structure fall into the pass-bands of corresponding infinite system.
In this work on the classical example of a rod (membrane, string) with periodically located inertial inclusions is analytically proved that all eigenfrequencies of a finite periodic structure fall into pass-bands of corresponding infinite system in the symmetrical case. In the unsymmetrical case, some eigenfrequencies may not follow this rule. The stationary problem is considered.
INFINITE PERIODIC STRUCTURE
On the interval ( , ) x    the following equation is considered Further we shall use the dimensionless parameters :
. The equation in terms of dimensionless parameters, variables and functions, having kept former designations is
The Floquet solution of equation (1) is built by the contact method. The following contact conditions are used in the points j x where the concentrated masses are located: The continuity of displacements
The condition of the jump of the forces 
The general solution in arbitrary point
where   x is the floor part of x ,  
x is the fraction part of x , A is the arbitrary constant and
The energy flux (averaged on the period of oscillations) is
in the case of the string (membrane) or the rod correspondingly. The energy flux of the wave (4) normalized on the energy flux of corresponding wave ikx Ae in the homogeneous system has the view
The elementary analysis of the energy flux shows:
 Width of pass bands: 
FINITE PERIODIC STRUCTURE
The finite segment (
), consisting of several ( N ) cells of periodicity of the infinite periodic system is considered. In the common situation of different masses the equation (2) can be rewritten in the form
Let us consider the case of one mass for simplicity (the case of greater number of weights is considered similarly)
is continuous positive function then it is a classical case of SturmLiouville problem with weight () x  . The generalization of this problem on investigated case is based on the following statements.
since extraintegrated members are equal to zero owing to our boundary conditions. For the existence of integral in (2a) it is enough to demand the limitation of energy norm nm  . Now the case of odd and even number of point masses will be considered separately.
The case of odd number of masses N=2n+1
For odd number of point masses the equation (2) 
For the particular case of one mass (n=0, N=1) the following equations on eigenfrequencies can be obtained according to the boundary conditions (BC):
In the symmetric case ( 1/ 2 s  ) these equations are simplified:
On the Fig. 2a,b is shown the corresponding dependencies of eigenfrequencies on parameter m for fixing (8) and free (9) boundary conditions (red and blue lines accordingly). Green curve on the Fig. 2b corresponds combined (10) boundary condition. After multiplication of equations (8) and (9) the following equation can be obtained
The curves determined by this equation coincide with the borders of pass and stop bands of consequent infinite periodic system (Fig. 1b). a) Roots of equations (8) and (9) b) Roots of equations (8), (9) 
And multiplication of equations of free and rigid fixing (12) leads to equation
The multiplication of equations of combined fixing on itself leads to equation
Here ,0 jj CB are the constants depending on N . The first values of them are represented in the tables 
The case of even number of masses N=2n
For even number of point masses the equation on interval 
The multiplication of equations (17) and (18) gives the equation
The multiplication of equation (19) on itself gives the equation
In the case of 1 n  the equations on eigenfrequencies have the form   and the multiplication of equations of free and rigid fixing leads to equation
The summary for equations on eigenvalues
Further in the table 
THE PROOF OF THE STATEMENT
The proof that all eigenfrequencies of a finite periodic structure fall into pass-bands of corresponding infinite system in the symmetrical case ( 1/ 2 s  ) is based on two statements:
 The structure of the equations on eigenfrequencies has the above-stated view for any arbitrary finite number of masses. 
The multiplier with tg k can be factorized as a square polynomial
where   
THE INFLUENCE OF UNSYMMETRY
In this section the influence of parameter s on the processes is numerically analyzed. The figures are obtained for the case of five point masses and combined BC (the fixed left and free right border). On these figures the curves corresponding dimensionless eigenfrequencies / k  of the finite system as functions of mass m are designated by blue color, and the curves corresponding the boundary of stop bands of the infinite system are designated by red color.
In the case of symmetrical conditions ( 0.5 s  , Fig. 3a ) all the curves corresponding eigenfrequencies do not overstep the bounds of stop bands, according to the proved statement.
In the unsymmetrical case 0.27 s  as on the Fig. 3b , two curves, in each interval
on axes k penetrate into the corresponding stop bands. The modes, corresponding these points of curves when they lie in the stop bands, unlike the corresponding modes for the symmetrical case look like nonhomogeneous waves, i.e. oscillations modulated by decreasing or increasing exponent.
The numerical experiments showed the localization of the mode of finite periodic structure near the boundaries when its eigenfrequency falls into the stop band of corresponding infinite structure. The both direction of decreasing (increasing) are realized for different modes. This "decaying" mode (standing wave) can be interpreted as the combination of non homogeneous waves from the stop band of corresponding infinite periodic structure. This reasoning is analogous to the case of the standing wave as the combination of propagating waves in a finite homogeneous rod. If combined BC is considered then not only border cells take part in forming of these curves. New opportunities are realized for this situation. For example the curve can cross the border of the stop band several times and interact with another curve in the stop band (as on the Fig. 3b ).
CONCLUSIONS
These results can be generalised on the case of differential equations of higher order (bending displacements of the ribbed plates, shells e.t.c.). They can be used for design of finite periodical structures with eigenfrequencies located only in the pass bands of corresponding infinite periodical structure. To achieve this goal, the symmetry of cells and special symmetry at the boundaries are requested.
